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To assess the applicability of the tension estimation method using local vibration measurements in a thorough manner, this
research work is devoted to systematically investigate the appropriate covering ranges of measurements for diferent cables. Four
cables of three cable-stayed bridges are deliberately chosen to cover a wide range of the cable slenderness parameter. Numerical
analyses with fnite element models and feld validations with real measurements are conducted for these stay cables to
demonstrate that the covering range of local measurements can be undoubtedly reduced with the increase of cable slenderness.
For a relatively short cable with the slenderness parameter at the order of 4000, the adoption of 1/3 coverage is sufcient to keep
a high-level accuracy with at most 1% of error. Besides, 1/4, 1/6, and 1/7 coverages are found adequate to maintain the same level
of accuracy for longer cables with the slenderness parameter at the orders of 30000, 55000, and 80000, respectively. With the solid
validations presented in the current study, the covering range of the cable for this simplifed method employing local vibration
measurements can be confdently reduced to greatly alleviate the expense and hard work of sensor installation near the high end.

1. Introduction

For various types of cable-supported bridges, it is undoubted
that the corresponding cable members are the most critical
force-transmitting components that would straightforwardly
refect their health conditions. As a result, reliable tension
estimation for the stay cables of cable-stayed bridges, sus-
penders of through-type arch bridges, and external tendons of
box girder bridges is of vital importance in the structural
health monitoring of these bridges. Te vibration-based
method has been more popularly applied for the tension
estimation in engineering practice because it can be cus-
tomarily excused from certain problems for diferent direct
measurement devices such as installation difculty, high
expense, and poor durability. Such an indirect method typ-
ically starts from the identifcation of cable frequencies with
the ambient vibration measurements collected by conven-
tional contact sensors or more advanced noncontact sensors

[1–5]. According to the string theory, the most primitive
version of the ambient vibration method determines the cable
tension with an analytical formula requiring an identifed
modal frequency, its vibration length, and the corresponding
mass per unit length.Te accuracy of this type of methods can
be further improved by employing more complicated for-
mulas to consider the efects of fexural rigidity [6, 7], gravity
sag [8–10], or more realistic boundary conditions [11–14].
Instead of deriving an explicit formula, quite a few fnite
element (FE) [15–17] or fnite diference (FD) [18–20] ap-
proaches have also been proposed to estimate the tension
value, fexural rigidity, and other parameters by best matching
the identifed cable frequencies. Te latest development for
this type of methodology is concentrating on the application
of computer vision [21–23] and the detection of real-time
cable tension using advanced techniques [22–24].

Even with the above eforts, the tension estimation ac-
curacy of the ambient vibration method may still be
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questionable because special anchorage systems with or
without rubber constraints are usually installed near the
boundaries of a stay cable or suspender. Such practical
design details make it particularly difcult to decide an
appropriate vibration length required in any tension de-
termination formula or be faithfully modelled in the FE or
FD algorithms. To overcome the obstacles coming from the
complicated boundary conditions of a realistic cable in
a more efective way, the authors pioneered and developed
an inventive methodology additionally integrating the mode
shape values directly identifed from multiple synchronized
vibration measurements [25–30]. Based on these mode
shape values at various sensor locations for each examined
mode, the efective vibration length could be pertinently
obtained by optimally ftting the sinusoidal component of
the corresponding mode shape function. Using the de-
termined vibration lengths together with the identifed
modal frequencies for a number of chosen modes, con-
ventional linear regression techniques were then suggested
to solve the cable tension and fexural rigidity.

Te concept of efective vibration length has also been
discussed and utilized in a few studies by the other re-
searchers [31–36] to establish varied versions of the mode
shape enhancedmethod since its frst introduction in the last
decade [25]. Yu et al. [31] derived an explicit formula for
obtaining the efective vibration lengths of prestressed
members with the frequency amplitudes of the frst two
modes at two or three measurement locations, but non-
negligible errors in the subsequent tension estimation were
still observed in their numerical simulations with simple
boundary conditions. More recently, Yu [32] further in-
corporated the so-called two-frequency approach with the
method initiated by the authors for deciding the efective
vibration lengths to expedite the tension prediction of
straight cables. Syamsi et al. [33] adopted a similar tactic to
handle diferent end restraints with validations by the ex-
perimental data provided in the authors’ work [30] and
applications on a suspender of an arch bridge. By suggesting
an equivalent segmental cable model with a length given by
the distance between any two zero-amplitude points of its
mode shape, Yan et al. [34] proposed a methodology to deal
with any complicated boundary constraints. Te tension
estimation accuracy of this approach was numerically
evaluated using a stay cable with end rotational springs to
demonstrate a maximum error less than 5%. Such a method
was later generalized and verifed by conducting a laboratory
test with the vision-based target tracking techniques [35]. It
was found from various cases in this experiment that the
error of tension estimation can be kept under 3%. In the past
two years, this methodology was more elaborately advanced
by frst combining with the digital image correlation tech-
nique [36] and further equipping with the phase-based video
motion magnifcation technique [37] to conduct target-free
measurements of full-feld cable displacements for a con-
venient identifcation of required mode shapes. From the
experimental data for a laboratory-scale cable and the real
measurements on three suspenders of a half-through arch
bridge, the maximum errors of tension estimation in both
categories were obtained as 4.0% and 5.4%, respectively.

Moreover, the inclusion of mode shapes has also started to
be employed in some FE approaches for the determination
of cable tension lately [38, 39].

Compared with the other works considering the mode
shapes as reviewed in the previous paragraph, the tension
estimation technique cultivated by the authors is especially
focused on the proper sensor deployment to ensure high-
level accuracy and the convincing verifcation with either
experimental tests or practical applications. Such a method
was devised with the assumption of symmetric end condi-
tions in the beginning [25, 26] for simplifcation and reached
the recommendation that three synchronized measurements
close to the deck end would be sufcient from the appli-
cations on two stay cables. Te unsymmetrical boundary
constraints were subsequently counted with the addition of
a shifting parameter in the sinusoidal mode shape function
to discover that at least one sensor should be installed near
the far end on top of a few sensors concentrated at the close
end in this case [27]. Under such an arrangement of
measurements, excellent accuracy in estimating the tension
of an external tendon was exhibited by less than 0.5% of
diference with respect to the corresponding result obtained
from a well-calibrated elasto-magnetic (EM) sensor. Tis
unsymmetrical formulation was further investigated by
laboratory experiments of a prestressed strand to demon-
strate the accuracy level with the error under 1% [28, 29] and
applied to three stay cables [27] as well as several suspenders
[28]. Te analysis for selected measurements from the full-
scale test with an experimental cable of 167.85m was also
reported in a recent article [30] to solidly testify that the
threshold of 1% error can be held for this vibration-based
approach in comparison with the reference tension value
directly gained from the load cell.

Although with successful feld applications in abundant
tension estimation cases of real cable structures, the ne-
cessity of installing at least one sensor near the high end for
the developed method based on efective vibration lengths
would still seriously obstruct its wide practice on stay cables
or suspenders. Te authors newly made special eforts to
liberate such an unfavorable requirement by carrying out the
tension estimation merely with local vibration measure-
ments to ft partial mode shapes for deciding the actually
needed half-wavelength of each considered mode [30].
Numerical analyses for two stay cables and experimental
verifcation with a prestressed strand have been conducted in
this recent work to explore the acceptable covering range of
local measurements and the preferred choice of modes. An
important conclusion obtained is that the performance of
the method based on local vibration measurements highly
relates to the slenderness of cable. Following these promising
results, the current study is further carried out to complete
extensive feld validations for this method together with
their corresponding numerical investigations. Such evalu-
ations are aimed to provide specifc suggestions for suitable
covering ranges of local measurements in the practical
applications of diferent cables with a variety of slenderness.
In addition to concisely reviewing themethodology based on
local vibration measurements for providing basic back-
grounds in the second section, the numerical analysis and
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feld validation for the investigated cables of three cable-
stayed bridges will be presented and discussed in the two
following sections.

2. Methodology Based on Local
Vibration Measurements

Te solutions of the cable vibration equation and the tension
estimation method based on the efective vibration lengths
determined from multiple measurements will be succinctly
described in the frst subsection of this section. Furthermore,
the second subsection will briefy review the recently pro-
posed approach using local vibration measurements to ft
partial mode shapes [30], followed by elaborating a few
important guidelines learned from the corresponding nu-
merical and experimental investigations [30] in the third
subsection.

2.1. Solution of Cable Vibration Equation and Determination
of Efective Vibration Length. Without considering the sag
efect, the axial inertial force, and the nonlinear cable mo-
tion, the transverse displacement v(x, t) of a cable subjected
to an axial tension T is a function of the axial coordinate x
and time t. Under free vibration, its equation of motion can
be written as
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where E stands for Young’s modulus, I denotes the cross-
sectional area moment of inertia, and m represents the mass
per unit length. By normalizing x with respect to the cable
length L to defne a dimensionless variable x � x/L in
a range of 0≤ x≤ 1, equation (1) can be further expressed as
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With the technique of separation of variables, equation
(2) is typically solved by letting v(x, t) � φ(x)Y(t) to get the
general solutions [29] of Y(t) � A1 sinωt + A2 cosωt and

φ(x) � B1 sin δx + B2 sin δ(1 − x) + B3sinh cx + B4sinh c(1 − x), (4)
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It is noteworthy that ω is actually in correspondence to
the natural frequency of the cable in rad/sec and αω can be
regarded as a dimensionless frequency parameter.

When the boundary conditions at both ends of the cable
are specifed to provide four simultaneous equations from
equation (4), the corresponding frequency equations can
then be obtained [29]. However, the frequency equations
containing the sinusoidal functions of δ and the hyperbolic
functions of c would be too complicated to be analytically
solved. Te only exception is the case with hinged boundary
constraints at both ends, which leads to the following fre-
quency equations:

sin δi � 0 or δi � iπ, i � 1, 2, 3, · · · , (6)

and their associated mode shape functions:

φi(x) � sin δix, i � 1, 2, 3, · · · . (7)

With the defnitions of δ, ε, and α in equations (3) and
(5), it is easy to analytically express the modal frequencies of
cable from the explicit formula of equation (6) as
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4mL
2 , i � 1, 2, 3, · · · , (8)

in which fi � ωi/2π symbolizes the natural frequency of the
i-th mode in Hz. In fact, equation (8) can be directly adopted
to determine the cable tension with the given mass per unit
length m, vibration length L, and fexural rigidity EI.

Even though an explicit formula like equation (8) is
unachievable for more complicated end conditions, equation
(4) evidently indicates that the corresponding mode shape
functions in these cases would unexceptionally consist of a si-
nusoidal component φ(s)

i (x) just containing δ and the other
hyperbolic component φ(h)

i (x) only involving c for the i-th
mode. Because the hyperbolic function sinh c x is mono-
tonically increasing and sinh c(1 − x) is monotonically de-
creasing with x in equation (4), a noticeable contribution from
the hyperbolic component φ(h)

i (x) would certainly lead to
a mode shape function with large absolute values at x � 0 and
x � 1.Terefore, the only possibility for a mode shape function
to satisfy the typically well constrained boundary conditions at
both ends for practical cables is to have a prevailing sinusoidal
component and an insignifcant hyperbolic component. In
other words, the contribution from the hyperbolic component
of a mode shape function can be observable merely in a narrow
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range close to the boundary and extraction of the sinusoidal
component of mode shape function is accordingly feasible in
real applications.

Inspired by the above examination, the authors [25–29]
proposed a novel concept to solely focus on the sinusoidal
component φ(s)

i (x) for advantageously solving the cable
frequencies in analytical forms regardless of the complexity
of boundary constraints. A simple frequency equation
similar to equation (6) can be recovered by just considering
the sinusoidal component of the mode shape function:

sin δiλi � 0 or δi �
iπ
λi

, i � 1, 2, 3, · · · , (9)

where λi signifes the dimensionless distance between the
two zero-crossing positions closest to both ends for the i-th
mode. With equation (9), the modal frequencies of cable can
again be explicitly expressed as
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(10)

Te only diference between equation (10) to deal with
complicated end conditions and equation (8) for hinged
boundary constraints is that the efective vibration length Li �

λiL in equation (10) needs to be determined by ftting the si-
nusoidal component of the corresponding mode shape with the
identifed values from multiple vibration measurements.

To optimally ft the identifed mode shape values at the n
measurement locations x1, x2, · · ·, xn for each desired mode,
an appropriate error function has been defned [27] as

ei ≡ 
n

j�1
ai sin
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where φji denotes the identifed mode shape value of the i-th
mode at xj and i1, i2, · · ·, im are the mode orders of the m
chosen modes. Besides, ai and di in equation (11) represent
the amplitude coefcient and shifting parameter of the i-th
mode, respectively. It should be noticed that there are three
unknowns (ai, di, and Li) to be decided from the optimi-
zation of equation (11). Since this is a relatively simple and
easily convergent case [26, 27], the Optimization Toolbox of
MATLAB is adopted in the current study to obtain the
optimal values starting from reasonable initial guesses. With

the efective vibration length Li determined, equation (10)
would become a linear function of the tension T and the
fexural rigidity EI if the modal frequencies are identifed and
the mass per unit length of the cable is given. Finally, the
values for T and EI can be conveniently obtained by solving
m simultaneous linear equations if a total of m modes are
considered. More specifcally, the adoption of m= 2 leads to
a unique solution for T and EI, while classical linear re-
gression techniques can be applied to attain the optimal
solution for T and EI if m> 2 is taken. Diferent choices of
considered modes would not meaningfully alter the fnal
tension estimation in numerical simulations [25–30], and
the selection of three well-ftted modes has been found to
work well in the past practical applications by the authors
[26–28, 30].

2.2. Sensor Deployment and the Development with Local Vi-
bration Measurements. Since the determination of the ef-
fective vibration length Li plays the most critical role in the
aforementioned mode shape enhanced method, a few key
issues regarding the sensor deployment for an accurate
ftting of the sinusoidal component have been thoroughly
investigated in previous studies [26–29]. First of all, the
interference of the hyperbolic components in the identifed
mode shape values should be avoided as much as possible for
an excellent ftting of pure sinusoidal components. It was
further discovered that the infuence range of the hyperbolic
component obviously increases with the decreasing value of
the dimensionless parameter ε defned in equation (3) to
quantitatively indicate the cable slenderness or the domi-
nance of axial tension over bending moment [29]. Specifed
guidelines for the sensor deployment in practical applica-
tions have also been provided by clarifying that the range of
meaningful infuence from the hyperbolic component is less
than 10% of the total length for short cables with ε≥ 1000
and even less than 1% for long cables with ε≥ 50000 [29].
Additionally, it has been extensively explored to conclude
that all measurements cannot concentrate at one end of
a cable and at least one sensor needs to be installed near the
other end for obtaining a reasonable value of the efective
vibration length [27]. A convenient approach for tackling
such a requirement of covering a full cable range in sensor
deployment has been established in a recent work by the
authors [30] and will be succinctly discussed in the following
paragraph and the next subsection.

By defning Li ≡ Li/i to represent the half-wavelength for
the sinusoidal component of the mode shape in the i-th
mode, equations (10) and (11) can be also written as
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It is clearly shown in equations (12) and (13) that the
required parameter in the formulation of the mode shape
based method is essentially the half-wavelength Li of each
selected mode, but not the whole efective vibration
length Li. Te above inspection opens the door for the
potential of cable tension estimation using local vibration
measurements [30]. Te success of this convenient ap-
proach unquestionably depends on the accurate de-
termination of the half-wavelengths of all the considered
modes and the appropriate sensor deployments to satisfy
such demands. For settling on a favorable sensor de-
ployment that can efectively ft partial mode shapes with
a limited covering range of the cable, numerical explo-
ration and experimental verifcation have been conducted
[30], and the gained knowledge will be extracted in the
next subsection.

2.3. Knowledge Learned from Recent Numerical and Experi-
mental Investigations. Te numerical analysis in the recent
work by the authors [30] targeted the shortest cable R01
and longest cable R33 of Chi-Lu Bridge located at Central
Taiwan. Te FE models using SAP2000 software were
constructed for these two cables with the values of ε at
around 2000 and 50000, respectively. For methodically
evaluating the accuracy of efective vibration lengths (or
half-wavelengths) obtained from diferent sensor de-
ployments, equation (13) was reformulated in that study
as to produce a quadratic equation of Li

2 under given
values of m, fi, T, and EI. A unique positive value of Li

2 for
the i-th mode can then be solved to serve as the exact
solution of efective vibration length for each mode of the
FE model.

4mfi
2 Li

i
 

4
− T

Li

i
 

2
− π2EI � 0, i � 1, 2, 3, . . . . (14)

With the above FE models, fve sensor deployments
including the full coverage and four partial coverages with
diferent ranges (1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5) were considered for
comparison. It was observed that the error for the efective
vibration length of each mode generally increases with the
decreasing covering range of measurements and the de-
creasing slenderness of cable (or ε value). As for the choice of
modes, it is clear that the frst few lower modes for which the
range of measurements could not cover the major part of
their half-wavelengths have to be excluded. Moreover, stable
mode shape ftting cannot be guaranteed if the sensor at the
far end gets close to the peak or valley positions of the si-
nusoidal function, and the corresponding modes should be
avoided whenever possible. According to these guidelines,
the tension values were further estimated for Cable R33 with
diferent combinations of modes under several sensor de-
ployments. Te error percentage is less than 0.1% in the case
of 1/2 coverage. As for the cases of 1/3 and 1/4 coverages, the
corresponding error percentages can still be kept under
0.5%.

To further explore the lower limit of covering range
under possible measurement noises and identifcation
errors, experimental tests with a prestressed 7-wire strand
were also conducted in the laboratory for verifying the
accuracy of the simplifed method with local measure-
ments [30]. Te dimensionless parameter ε for the ex-
perimental strand is estimated at 3300. Similar to the
investigations with the numerical models, fve sensor
deployments corresponding to diferent ranges of cov-
erage (full, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5) were selected in the
experiment. Since no precise values of cable tension and
fexural rigidity are available to calculate the exact solu-
tion of efective vibration length from equation (14) as in
the numerical analysis, the efective vibration length
obtained from the case with full coverage was taken as the
reference value in this experimental study.

Te experimental results were analyzed to evaluate the
acceptable covering range of measurements in practice. First
of all, the errors in efective vibration length were also found
to basically increase with the decreasing range of coverage.
Following the guidelines obtained from the numerical in-
vestigation and considering the consistency of vibration
lengths for well-ftted modes, the selected modes were de-
cided for the cases with diferent ranges of partial coverages.
Te tension values corresponding to these partial coverages
were then estimated to compare with those with full cov-
erage to obtain the errors at the level of 0.1%, 0.5%, 3%, and
2% for 1/2 coverage, 1/3 coverage, 1/4 coverage, and 1/5
coverage, respectively. In other words, excellent accuracy of
estimated tension was demonstrated for the experimental
strand with its slenderness similar to a short stay cable when
1/2 and 1/3 covering ranges were adopted. Besides, the
accuracy for 1/4 coverage or 1/5 coverage is also at an
acceptable level.

3. Investigated Stay Cables and Their
Numerical Analyses

As mentioned in the previous section for the numerical
results of Cables R01 (ε ≈ 2000) and R33 (ε ≈ 50000) of
Chi-Lu Bridge, the errors for the efective vibration
lengths normally increase with the decreasing covering
range of measurements and the decreasing value of ε. Tis
indicates that a higher percentage of covering range may
be required for a shorter cable generally with a lower
value of ε. Tis research group was fortunate to gain the
opportunities of carrying out the feld validation for the
method based on local vibration measurements by exe-
cuting cable tension measurement projects on three
cable-stayed bridges recently. To more broadly examine
the lower limit of covering range for local vibration
measurements in practical applications, the investigated
stay cables were purposely selected to cover a wide range
of ε. Te numerical analyses for these cases are frst
conducted and discussed in this section to evaluate the
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appropriate covering range of local measurements for
a variety of stay cables in a systematic way. Te results
from feld measurements to serve as concrete verifcations
for the method using local vibration measurements will
be presented in the next section.

3.1. Cable CR06 of Da-Chih Bridge. With its photo displayed
in Figure 1(a), Da-Chih Bridge is an unsymmetrical single-
pylon cable-stayed bridge situated in Taipei City of Taiwan.
It comprises a steel pylon with a height of 70m in the shape
of a fshing pole, a main span with a length of 195m, and
a side span with a length of 50m. Six pairs of stay cables are
arranged along the centerline of girder to support the main
span, as portrayed in Figure 1(b). Additionally, there are 10
backstay cables divided into two symmetric groups with
respect to the pylon on the side of the side span. Ambient
vibration measurements were conducted on Cable CR06
with an inclination angle of 79° and are specifed by a red
solid circle in Figure 1(b). Te adopted parameters in the
numerical analysis of this cable including the values of cable
tension and fexural rigidity taken from the results estimated
with real measurements are listed in Table 1. According to
these parameters, the corresponding value of ε for Cable
CR06 is approximately 4000 and its FE model consisting of
4749 frame elements with a length of 1 cm is constructed
using SAP2000 software. Te actual anchorage system is
simulated by a fxed end and a pair of linear springs located
at the two adjacent nodes near the rubber location, as shown
in Figure 2, to mimic the elastic constraints from rubber in
both the transverse and rotational directions. Furthermore,
the spring coefcient of the spring element is assumed to be
8 × 106N/m such that the simulated cable frequencies can
well match those identifed from real measurements. More
specifcally, the discrepancies between the simulated and
identifedmodal frequencies of the frst 10 modes are all kept
under 0.5% for Cable CR06.

Modal analysis with the above FE model can then be
carried out to obtain the simulated modal frequencies and
mode shapes that serve as the identifed modal parameters.
As also plotted in Figure 2, four sensor deployments in-
cluding the full coverage and three partial coverages with
diferent ranges (1/2, 1/3, and 1/5) are chosen for com-
parison. Between spring constraints of the FE model, four
nodes along this portion are selected as the presumed sensor
locations in each deployment. Te three sensor locations
close to the left end (x� 0.03L, 0.05L, and 0.07L) are the same
for all the four deployments and symbolized by red dots.Te
spacing for these three sensor locations is consistently taken
as 0.02L in this study to balance the needs of mode shape
ftting and practical installation convenience.Te position of
the frst sensor from left is determined in accordance with
the consideration of adequately eliminating the interference
from hyperbolic components as mentioned in the previous
section. In general, the required distance between the frst
sensor and the adjacent boundary decreases with the in-
creasing value of the cable slenderness parameter ε, and
more details can be found in a previous work [29]. As for the
fourth sensor denoted by a blue dot in each deployment, its

location is changed in diferent cases of considered coverage
to encompass various ranges (full, 1/2, 1/3, and 1/5). In
addition, the concern of hyperbolic components is also taken
into account for the case of full coverage.

For each sensor deployment, the mode shape values for
each mode are then optimally ftted to obtain the corre-
sponding efective vibration length Li (or equivalently the
half-wavelength Li) with equation (12). Considering the
second to the twelfth modes that will be used to estimate the
tension values in diferent cases, the optimal efective vi-
bration lengths for these modes with various sensor de-
ployments are determined to compare with the
corresponding exact values solved from equation (14) in
Table 2. As reviewed in the previous section, the accuracy of
the efective vibration lengths for the frst few lower modes
would severely deteriorate if the range of measurements
could not cover the major part of their half-wavelengths.
Consequently, the comparison for these modes is not in-
cluded in Table 2. Also highlighted by bold-face numbers in
Table 2, it is evident that the odd modes for 1/2 coverage, the
ffth, eighth, and eleventh modes for 1/3 coverage, and the
eighth mode for 1/5 coverage are all with relatively more
signifcant errors than those of the other modes. As unveiled
in the previous study [30] and also reviewed in the previous
section, this phenomenon is caused by the sensor location at
the far end. When such a measurement is taken at a position
very close to the peaks (or valleys) of the corresponding
sinusoidal function, the fat slope of an extremum would
make it particularly difcult to obtain robust ftting for an
accurate efective vibration length.

Following the guidelines to avoid the lower modes
whose half-wavelengths cannot be sufciently covered by
measurements and the modes for which the sensor at the
far end is located near the peak/valley positions, the esti-
mated tension values are presented in Table 3 for the
simulation of Cable CR06. In the case of 1/2 coverage, the
2nd, 4th, and 6th modes are frst selected to obtain a tension
value of 4097.2 kN using equation (10). Te other choice of
the 8th, 10th, and 12th modes yields a tension value of
4099.4 kN. With respect to the input value of 4080 kN as
listed in Table 1, the error percentages for these two in-
dependent mode selections are both less than 0.5% to
convincingly testify the accuracy and stability of the pro-
posed method. Regarding the case of 1/3 coverage, two sets
of mode selection both exhibit less than 1% of error in
tension estimation. But for the sensor deployment with 1/5
coverage, the corresponding accuracy further declines to
possibly reach an error percentage beyond 2%. In other
words, it is demonstrated in this numerical example of ε ≈
4000 that an excellent accuracy level with less than 1% of
tension estimation error can be ensured with 1/2 and 1/3
coverages, but not with a more limited measurement range
of 1/5 coverage.

3.2. Cable F07 of Shih-Chien Bridge. Shih-Chien Bridge, as
shown in Figure 3(a), is an unsymmetrical single-pylon and
single-span (100m) cable-stayed bridge located in Keelung
City at the very northern part of Taiwan. Its reinforced
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concrete pylon is composed of two columns connected by
two horizontal beams, and it stands 62m tall. As illustrated
in Figure 3(b), there are totally 10 pairs of stay cables
arranged in the harp shape with the same inclination angle of
26° in this bridge. Ambient vibration measurements were
taken on Cable F07 indicated by a red solid circle in Fig-
ure 3(b). Similarly, the values of cable tension and fexural
rigidity estimated from real measurements are employed to
perform the numerical analysis of this cable, and they are
also listed in Table 1 together with the other parameters.
Based on these parameters, the corresponding value of ε for
Cable F07 is roughly 30000 and its FE model constructed
with SAP2000 contains 10061 frame elements with a length
of 1 cm. As depicted in Figure 4, the actual anchorage system
is also simulated by a pair of linear springs with the co-
efcient of 106N/m near the rubber location to closely
duplicate the cable frequencies identifed from real
measurements.

Four sensor deployments incorporating the full coverage
and three partial coverages with diferent ranges (1/3, 1/4,
and 1/6), as also displayed in Figure 4, are adopted for the
numerical investigation of this cable.Te position of the frst
sensor closest to the left end is assigned at x� 0.01L con-
sidering the larger value of ε associated with this cable, and
those for the next two sensors are allocated at x� 0.03L and
x� 0.05L to keep the same distribution as in the previous
subsection. On the other hand, the position of the fourth
sensor represented by a blue dot in each deployment is
adjusted to cover the intended range. Focusing on the third
to the thirteenth modes that will be used to estimate the
tension values in various sensor deployments, their opti-
mally ftted efective vibration lengths are obtained from the
corresponding mode shape values and compared in Table 4
with the exactly solved values. As also indicated by bold-face
numbers in this table, relatively larger errors due to the
sensor location at the far end occur in the eighth and

(a)

BL01

BR01

BL02

BR02

BL03

BR03

BL04

BR04

BL05

BR05

CL01CL02CL03CL04CL06 CL05

CR01CR02CR03CR04CR06 CR05

(b)

Figure 1: Da-Chih Bridge and its cable arrangement. (a) Photo. (b) Cable arrangement.

Table 1: Parameters for the investigated stay cables.

Bridge Cable no. Total length
(m)

Distance from
rubber to

anchorage (m)

Mass per
unit length
m (kg/m)

Flexural rigidity
EI (106N·m2)

Tension T
(kN)

Left Right
Da-Chih CR06 47.49 2.74 2.88 90.58 2.270 4080
Shih-Chien F07 100.61 2.94 5.88 39.36 0.247 751.6

Kao-Ping-Hsi SB106 160.41 3.81 5.18 144.3 3.959 8449
SF100 327.32 5.47 4.17 130.9 6.742 4983
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0.05 L 0.97 L

L = 41.91 m

0.07 L0.03 L

2.74 m 2.88 m

(a)

0.49 L0.05 L

0.07 L0.03 L

(b)

0.32 L0.05 L

0.07 L0.03 L

(c)

0.19 L0.05 L

0.07 L0.03 L

(d)

Figure 2: Finite element model and sensor deployments for Cable CR06 of Da-Chih Bridge. (a) Full coverage. (b) 1/2 coverage. (c) 1/3
coverage. (d) 1/5 coverage.

Table 2: Error comparison of efective vibration lengths for Cable CR06 of Da-Chih Bridge.

Covering range of
measurements

Error in efective vibration length for each mode (%)

2nd mode 3rd
mode

4th
mode

5th
mode

6th
mode

7th
mode

8th
mode

9th
mode

10th
mode

11th
mode

12th
mode

Full 0.17 0.20 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.08 0.07 −0.13 0.02 0.03 −0.01
1/2 0.21 0. 4 0.12 0.25 0.11 0.24 0.07 0.2 −0.01 0.16 −0.04
1/3 — 0.20 0.15 0.3 0.19 0.24 −0.29 0.02 0.12 −1.3 −0.08
1/5 — — — 0.50 0.42 0.50 2.6 −0.16 0.03 0.12 0.37

Table 3: Estimated tension and accuracy for Cable CR06 of Da-Chih Bridge.

Covering range
of measurements Selected mode Modal frequency

(Hz)
Efective vibration

length (m)
Estimated tension

(kN)
Percentage of
error (%)

1/2

2 5.128 41.741
4097.2 0.424 10.431 41.758

6 16.072 41.844
8 22.190 41.943

4099.4 0.4710 28.888 42.048
12 36.219 42.221

1/3

3 7.747 41.846
4111.2 0.764 10.431 41.773

6 16.072 41.878
7 19.064 41.952

4114.5 0.849 25.462 41.986
10 28.888 42.102

1/5

5 13.200 41.958
4117.9 0.936 16.072 41.973

7 19.064 42.059
9 25.462 41.913

3988.5 −2.2410 28.888 42.063
11 32.475 42.186
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eleventh modes for 1/3 coverage, the sixth and tenth modes
for 1/4 coverage, and the ninth and tenth modes for 1/6
coverage.

Abiding by the same guidelines to avoid inappropriate
modes, the tension values of Cable F07 are estimated with
two independent mode selections for each sensor

(a)

F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17 F18 F19 F20

F01 F02 F03 F04 F05 F06 F07 F08 F09 F10

Pylon

(b)

Figure 3: Shih-Chien Bridge and its cable arrangement. (a) Photo. (b) Cable arrangement.

0.03 L 0.99 L

L = 91.79 m

0.05 L0.01 L

2.94 m 5.88 m

(a)

0.32 L0.03 L

0.05 L0.01 L

(b)

0.24 L0.03 L

0.05 L0.01 L

(c)

0.16 L0.03 L

0.05 L0.01 L

(d)

Figure 4: Finite element model and sensor deployments for Cable F07 of Shih-Chien Bridge. (a) Full coverage. (b) 1/3 coverage. (c) 1/4
coverage. (d) 1/6 coverage.
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deployment and listed in Table 5. For the case of 1/3 cov-
erage, the selection of the 3rd, 4th, and 5th modes results in
a tension value of 752.2 kN, while an alternative choice of the
6th, 7th, and 9th modes produces a tension value of
752.0 kN. Both values are very close to the input tension
value of 751.6 kN shown in Table 1 and with less than 0.1% of
error percentages. As for the cases of 1/4 coverage and 1/6
coverage, less than 0.5% of error percentages in tension
estimation are found with two diferent mode selections for
each sensor deployment. Overall, it is obvious from this
numerical example of ε ≈ 30000 that the accuracy in tension
estimation of the adopted method performs even better than
that in the previous subsection for Cable CR06 with ε ≈ 4000
to justify further reduction in the covering range of
measurements.

3.3. Cables SB106 and SF100 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge.
Sitting between Kaohsiung City and Pingtung County in
Southern Taiwan, Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge is an unsymmetrical
single-pylon cable-stayed bridge consisting of a main span
made by steel box girders and a side span built with pre-
stressed concrete box girders. As pictured in Figure 5(a), its
reinforced concrete pylon is 183.5m tall, its main span is
330m in length, and its side span is 180m in length. On each
side of the pylon, 15 pairs of stay cables are spread along the
centerline of girder in the semifan shape. Figure 5(b) il-
lustrates the distribution of the 30 cables on the north
(upstream) side and the other 30 cables on the south
(downstream) side. As marked by the two red solid circles in
Figure 5(b), Cable SB106 with an inclination angle of 39° and
Cable SF100 with an inclination angle of 23° were picked to
perform ambient vibration measurements. Using the input
parameters listed in Table 1, the corresponding value of ε for
Cable SB106 is close to 55000 and its SAP2000 model is
established with 16041 frame elements of 1 cm length.
Moreover, the ε value of Cable SF100 is almost 80000 and its
FE model comprises 16366 frame elements with a length of
2 cm. As portrayed in Figures 6 and 7, a pair of linear springs
with the coefcients 2 × 106N/m for Cable SB106 and 4 ×

106N/m for Cable SF100 is also added near the rubber lo-
cation to simulate the actual anchorage system and in-
timately reproduce the identifed cable frequencies.

As drawn in Figures 6 and 7, four sensor deployments
including the full coverage and three partial coverages (1/3,
1/6, and 1/8 for Cable SB106 and 1/4, 1/7, and 1/10 for Cable
SF100) are assumed for the numerical analyses in this

subsection. Again, the three sensor locations close to the left
end (x= 0.01L, 0.03L, and 0.05L) are the same for all the four
deployments and signifed by red dots. Regarding the fourth
sensor location, it is also changed in each deployment to
enclose the aimed range. For Cable SB106, its optimal ef-
fective vibration lengths for the third, fourth, and sixth to
15th modes decided from ftting the corresponding mode
shape values are compared with the exactly solved values in
Table 6. Similar results for the fourth, ffth, seventh to 15th,
17th, and 18th modes are also arranged in Table 7 for Cable
SF100. In these two tables, the presented modes are con-
sidered by the employment to estimate the tension values in
various cases and the bold-face numbers are also used to
indicate the more considerable errors coming from the
sensor location at the far end.

In Table 8, the tension values of Cable SB106 are esti-
mated with two diferent mode selections for each sensor
deployment. For the case of 1/3 coverage, both estimated
tension values (8435.4 kN and 8446.0 kN) are with less than
0.2% of error percentages compared to the input tension
value of 8449 kN. Regarding the cases of 1/6 coverage and 1/
8 coverage, it is discovered that two independent mode
selections for each sensor deployment consistently yield less
than 0.5% of error percentages in tension estimation. Similar
comparison of estimated tension values for Cable SF100 is
exhibited in Table 9. For the case of 1/4 coverage, the error
percentages of the two estimated tension values (4975.4 kN
and 4986.0 kN) are both less than 0.2% with respect to the
input tension value of 4983 kN. As for the cases of 1/7
coverage and 1/10 coverage, less than 0.5% of error per-
centage in tension estimation is steadily observed in diferent
mode selections.

Comprehensively comparing the numerical results
listed in Tables 3, 5, 8, and 9 for the four examined stay
cables, it is apparently demonstrated that the covering
range of sensor deployment in the methodology based on
local vibration measurements can be reduced with the
increasing ε value of the cable. More specifcally, 1/3
coverage for Cable CR06 of Da-Chih Bridge (ε ≈ 4000), 1/6
coverage for Cable F07 of Shih-Chien Bridge (ε ≈ 30000),
1/8 coverage for Cable SB106 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge
(ε ≈ 55000), and 1/10 coverage for Cable SF100 of Kao-
Ping-Hsi Bridge (ε ≈ 80000) are adequate to keep the error
percentage in tension estimation under 1%. In other words,
this method can be brought into full play for longer cables
which would gain more benefts from lowering the sensor
installation height.

Table 4: Errors in efective vibration lengths for Cable F07 of Shih-Chien Bridge.

Covering range of
measurements

Error in efective vibration length for each mode (%)

3rd mode 4th mode 5th mode 6th mode 7th mode 8th mode 9th mode 10th
mode

11th
mode

12th
mode

13th
mode

Full 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
1/3 0.03 −0.13 0.01 0.04 −0.02 0.12 0.00 −0.02 1.00 −0.02 0.03
1/4 — 0.10 0.11 0.18 −0.01 0.06 0.02 0.08 0.05 −0.01 0.02
1/6 — — — 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.14 0.16 0.09 0.00 0.03
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4. Field Validation

Even with outstanding numerical results as presented in the
previous section, the performance of the proposed method
may be deteriorated in realistic applications due to potential
measurement noises and identifcation errors. Te analyses
of real measurements lately taken from the four investigated
stay cables will be probed in this section to more persuasively
endorse the practical efectiveness of the method using local
vibration measurements.

4.1. Cable CR06 of Da-Chih Bridge. With a duration of
300 sec and a sampling rate of 200Hz, the high-accuracy
MEMS capacitive accelerometers (SDI2210-002) produced
by Silicon Designs were utilized to record the in-plane vi-
bration component for Cable CR06 of Da-Chih Bridge. As
shown in Figure 8 with an illustration and an on-site photo,
the sensor deployment was designed to simultaneously
implement the full coverage and two partial coverages (1/2
and 1/3).Te three accelerometers close to the deck end were
located at x� 0.03L, 0.05L, and 0.07L in accordance with the

Table 5: Estimated tension and accuracy for Cable F07 of Shih-Chien Bridge.

Covering range
of measurements Selected mode Modal frequency

(Hz)
Efective vibration

length (m)
Estimated tension

(kN)
Percentage of
error (%)

1/3

3 2.257 92.017
752.2 0.104 3.013 92.036

5 3.772 92.020
6 4.536 92.039

752.0 0.087 5.304 92.040
9 6.859 92.051

1/4

4 3.013 92.098
754.2 0.365 3.772 92.115

7 5.304 92.023
8 6.078 92.101

752.1 0.089 6.859 92.068
11 8.442 92.132

1/6

6 4.536 92.115
750.3 −0.157 5.304 92.035

8 6.078 92.224
11 8.442 92.163

754.6 0.4212 9.246 92.099
13 10.060 92.148
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Figure 5: Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge and its cable arrangement. (a) Photo. (b) Cable arrangement.
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lower value of ε ≈ 4000 in this case.Te fourth accelerometer
at the far end was installed at x� 0.49L for 1/2 coverage and
at x� 0.32L for 1/3 coverage, respectively. It should be
particularly noted that two accelerometers were employed
near the pylon end at x� 0.86L and 0.88L for the full

coverage. Because of the height limit of 40m for the hired
mobile crane, x� 0.88L is the farthest position at the cable
that can be reached and the other sensor at x� 0.86L is added
to compensate the possibly lost ftting accuracy at the
pylon end.

0.03 L 0.99 L

L = 151.42 m

0.05 L0.01 L

3.81 m 5.18 m

(a)

0.32 L0.03 L

0.05 L0.01 L

(b)

0.16 L0.03 L

0.05 L0.01 L

(c)

0.12 L0.03 L

0.05 L0.01 L

(d)

Figure 6: Finite element model and sensor deployments for Cable SB106 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge. (a) Full coverage. (b) 1/3 coverage. (c) 1/6
coverage. (d) 1/8 coverage.

0.03 L 0.99 L

L = 317.68 m

0.05 L0.01 L

5.47 m 4.17 m

(a)

0.24 L0.03 L
0.05 L0.01 L

(b)

0.14 L0.03 L
0.05 L0.01 L

(c)

0.1 L0.03 L
0.05 L0.01 L

(d)

Figure 7: Finite element model and sensor deployments for Cable SF100 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge. (a) Full coverage. (b) 1/4 coverage. (c) 1/7
coverage. (d) 1/10 coverage.
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From the measurements on Cable CR06 and the cor-
responding Fourier spectra, the modal frequencies and
mode shape values for the frst eight modes can be conf-
dently identifed. In particular, the mode shape values at the
measured points for a specifc mode can be accurately es-
timated by normalizing the complex-valued Fourier trans-
forms of measurements at the corresponding modal
frequency with respect to the one with the largest amplitude
[26, 27]. Since the mode shape values are theoretically real,
the real parts of the estimated values from the above pro-
cedures are taken as the mode shape values and their trivial
imaginary parts can be used to indicate the efectiveness of
these measurements. For the frst eight modes of Cable
CR06, all the imaginary parts of such estimated values are
less than 10% of their corresponding real parts, which

validates the reliability of those obtained mode shape values.
Using these results, the optimal efective vibration length of
each mode for three diferent sensor deployments can be
decided.

Considering the guidelines for mode selection as de-
scribed in the previous section, the 2nd, 4th, and 5th modes
are picked for the case of 1/2 coverage to estimate the
corresponding tension and fexural rigidity. Similarly, the
3rd to 5th modes are used for the case of 1/3 coverage. But in
the case of full coverage, the 2nd to 4th modes are adopted.
Te ftted results of the above selected modes for the full and
1/3 coverages are compared in Figure 9. With these choices,
Table 10 shows that the estimated values of tension for Cable
CR06 based on the 1/2 and 1/3 covering ranges of mea-
surements are 4088 kN and 4096 kN, respectively. Taking the

Table 6: Errors in efective vibration lengths for Cable SB106 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge.

Covering range of
measurements

Error in efective vibration length for each mode (%)

3rd mode 4th mode 6th mode 7th mode 8th mode 9th mode 10th
mode

11th
mode

12th
mode

13th
mode

14th
mode

15th
mode

Full 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03
1/3 0.05 −0.12 0.07 0.01 0.14 0.04 0.03 0.10 0.02 0.04 0.60 0.00
1/6 — — 0.13 0.08 0.03 0.42 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.15 0.43
1/8 — — — — 0.16 0.13 0.13 0.20 0.65 0.12 0.08 0.09

Table 7: Errors in efective vibration lengths for Cable SF100 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge.

Covering
range

Error in efective vibration length for each mode (%)

4th mode 5th mode 7th mode 8th mode 9th mode 10th
mode

11th
mode

12th
mode

13th
mode

14th
mode

15th
mode

17th
mode

18th
mode

Full 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1/4 0.03 −0.03 0.07 0.04 0.03 −0.02 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.03 0.05
1/7 — — 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.31 0.12 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.1 0.24
1/10 — — — — — 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.20 0.28 0.15 0.06

Table 8: Estimated tension and accuracy for Cable SB106 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge.

Covering range
of measurements Selected mode Modal frequency

(Hz)
Efective vibration

length (m)
Estimated tension

(kN)
Percentage of
error (%)

1/3

3 2.361 153.917
8435.4 −0.164 3.150 153.673

6 4.734 153.999
7 5.528 153.941

8446.0 0.039 7.127 154.048
10 7.931 154.072

1/6

6 4.734 154.098
8468.5 0.237 5.528 154.049

10 7.931 154.204
11 8.739 154.228

8476.5 0.3312 9.550 154.254
13 10.366 154.318

1/8

8 6.326 154.199
8484.0 0.419 7.127 154.192

10 7.931 154.229
13 10.366 154.377

8478.0 0.3414 11.187 154.384
15 12.012 154.488
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tension of 4081 kN obtained from the full coverage as the
reference value, it is found that the errors for those de-
termined from both partial coverages are 0.17% and 0.37%.
Terefore, the feld validation on Cable CR06 achieves an

exceptional level of tension estimation accuracy for both
partial coverages, which is not inferior to the results for the
corresponding numerical investigations presented in Table 3
at all.

Table 9: Estimated tension and accuracy for Cable SF100 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge.

Covering range
of measurements Selected mode Modal frequency

(Hz)
Efective vibration

length (m)
Estimated tension

(kN)
Percentage of
error (%)

1/4

4 1.229 317.883
4975.4 −0.165 1.537 317.714

7 2.156 318.045
8 2.466 317.944

4986.0 0.059 2.777 317.926
12 3.718 317.965

1/7

7 2.156 318.050
5000.9 0.358 2.466 318.046

9 2.777 317.970
13 4.034 318.108

4998.2 0.3014 4.352 318.095
15 4.671 318.064

1/10

10 3.090 318.176
4992.5 0.1811 3.403 318.275

12 3.718 318.268
13 4.034 318.323

5004.3 0.4217 5.316 318.371
18 5.641 318.096

0.88 L
0.86 L

0.49 L

0.32 L

L

0.07 L

0.03 L0.05 L

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Sensor deployment for feld measurements on Cable CR06 of Da-Chih Bridge. (a) Illustration. (b) Photo.
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Table 10: Estimated tension for Cable CR06 of Da-Chih Bridge with real measurements.

Covering range of
measurements Selected mode Frequency (Hz) Efective vibration length

(m)
Tension (kN) and error

(%)

Full
2nd 5.140 41.534

40813rd 7.777 41.356
4th 10.470 41.382

1/2
2nd 5.140 41.423

4088 (0.17)4th 10.470 41.627
5th 13.244 41.211

1/3
3rd 7.777 41.793

4096 (0.37)4th 10.470 40.809
5th 13.244 41.646
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Figure 9: Optimally ftted sinusoidal functions of Cable CR06 with two sensor deployments. (a) Mode 2. (b) Mode 3. (c) Mode 4. (d) Mode 5.
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4.2. Cable F07 of Shih-Chien Bridge. For Cable F07 of Shih-
Chien Bridge, the high-resolution velocimeters (VSE-15D)
made by Tokyo Sokushin were applied to measure its in-
plane vibration signals also with a duration of 300 sec and
a sampling rate of 200Hz. Te measurements with the full
coverage and 1/4 coverage are considered in this case. Tese
two sensor deployments are portrayed and photographed in
Figure 10 where the three velocimeters close to the deck end
were located at x� 0.01L, 0.03L, and 0.05L with the con-
sideration of the higher value of ε ≈ 30000 for Cable F07.Te
fourth velocimeter near the pylon end was installed at
x� 0.99L for the full coverage and at x� 0.24L for the 1/4
coverage, respectively.

From the measurements taken on Cable F07, the modal
frequencies andmode shape values of the frst ten modes can
be accurately identifed except for the second mode. Te 3rd
to 5th modes are subsequently selected to obtain the cor-
responding tension and fexural rigidity in the case of full
coverage, while the 4th, 5th, and 8th modes are employed for
the case of 1/4 coverage. In addition to the ftted results of
the above selected modes drawn in Figure 11 for both sensor
deployments, Table 11 exhibits that the determined values of
tension for Cable F07 with these two covering ranges of
measurements are 751.6 kN and 758.3 kN, respectively. With
a discrepancy of 0.89%, the feld validation on Cable F07 also
attains a fairly good accuracy for the 1/4 coverage in tension
estimation which is comparable to that for the corre-
sponding numerical investigations displayed in Table 5. It is
clearly shown that the covering range of sensor deployment
can be further reduced to 1/4 for this cable with a higher ε
value of 30000 to maintain the error percentage below 1%.
As for the 1/6 coverage that is also verifed in the numerical
results of Table 5 to reach the same standard, it is not
performed in the real measurements on Cable F07 due to the
limit of time. But since the error percentage of 0.89% for the
1/4 coverage has been very close to the threshold of 1%, it is
not expected that the 1/6 coverage in practical applications
would perform as well as its numerical counterpart.

4.3. Cables SB106 and SF100 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge.
Ambient vibration measurements were also conducted on
Cables SB106 and SF100 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge using the
MEMS accelerometers (SDI2210-002) to record their in-
plane vibration signals with a duration of 300 sec and
a sampling rate of 200Hz. As illustrated in Figure 12(a)
together with an on-site photo in Figure 12(b), the mea-
surements for Cable SB106 include three partial coverages
(1/6, 1/4, and 1/3). Te three accelerometers near the deck
end were installed at x� 0.01L, 0.03L, and 0.05L considering
the high value of ε ≈ 55000 in this case. Te fourth ac-
celerometer at the far end was located at x� 0.18L for 1/6
coverage and at x� 0.26L for 1/4 coverage, respectively.
Restricted by the 40m height limit of the hired crane, it is

impossible to execute the full coverage for Cable SB106 with
a total length of 160m. But with the numerical simulation in
Subsection 3.3 to achieve less than 0.2% of error in tension
estimation and the feld verifcation from Cable CR06 of Da-
Chih Bridge in Subsection 4.1 to attain less than 0.4% of
error, the estimated tension from the 1/3 coverage can be
confdently taken to act for that from the full coverage as the
reference value in evaluating the results obtained from the
other partial coverages. Furthermore, two accelerometers
were deployed at x� 0.34L and 0.35L for the 1/3 coverage to
reinforce the ftting accuracy at the far end.

Te modal frequencies and mode shape values of the
frst twelve modes can be easily identifed from the
measurements on Cable SB106. As listed in Table 12, the
efective vibration lengths for the 6th, 9th, and 10th modes
are determined for the case of 1/3 coverage to solve its
corresponding tension of 8384 kN. Besides, Table 12 also
displays that the tension value of 8392 kN is decided from
the 4th, 8th, and 9th modes for the case of 1/4 coverage,
while the tension value of 8472 kN is obtained from the
6th, 9th, and 12th modes for the case of 1/6 coverage.
Compared with the reference value from the 1/3 coverage,
the errors for those gained from the 1/4 coverage and 1/6
coverage are 0.10% and 1.05%, respectively. It is no doubt
that the accuracy in tension estimation remains superb for
the 1/4 coverage in the case of Cable SB106. With an error
of 1.05%, however, the feld validation on this cable
discloses that the 1/6 coverage may be the lower limit to
keep a good accuracy level with the error under 1%. Even
though the corresponding numerical results listed in
Table 8 indicate that the 1/8 coverage may also cross the
same hurdle for this cable, it is unlikely to occur in re-
alistic applications with the interferences from several
potential error sources.

For Cable SF100 with a total length of 327m, its mea-
surement is merely feasible to cover the 1/4 range of the
cable at most under the height limit of the hired crane.
Because the corresponding numerical analysis in the pre-
vious section and the feld validation from Cable SB106 both
reach an excellent level with less than 0.2% of error in
tension estimation, the estimated tension from the 1/4
coverage can be utilized to serve as the reference value in this
case. Accordingly, the sensor deployments of two partial
coverages (1/7 and 1/4) were adopted for Cable SF100 as
shown in Figure 13 where the three accelerometers close to
the deck end were located at x� 0.01L, 0.03L, and 0.05L. Te
fourth accelerometer at the far end was installed at x� 0.15L
for the 1/7 coverage. Similar to the situations in the case of
Cable SB106, two accelerometers were deployed at x� 0.25L
and 0.26L for the 1/4 coverage to enhance the ftting ac-
curacy at the far end.

With the measurements on Cable SF100, the modal
frequencies and mode shape values of the frst twenty modes
can be identifed without difculty. As arranged in Table 13,
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Figure 10: Sensor deployment for feld measurements on Cable F07 of Shih-Chien Bridge. (a) Illustration. (b) Photo.

Table 11: Estimated tension for Cable F07 of Shih-Chien Bridge with real measurements.

Covering range of
measurements Selected mode Frequency (Hz) Efective vibration length

(m)
Tension (kN) and error

(%)

Full
3rd 2.260 91.748

751.64th 3.013 91.810
5th 3.767 91.818

1/4
4th 3.013 92.440

758.3 (0.89)5th 3.767 92.413
8th 6.093 92.089
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Figure 11: Continued.
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the 4th, 8th, and 9th modes are chosen for the case of 1/4
coverage to get their efective vibration lengths from ftting
and then decide the corresponding tension of 4955 kN. It is
also exhibited in Table 13 that the tension value of 5001 kN is

obtained from the 7th, 15th, and 16th modes for the case of
1/7 coverage. Consequently, the feld validation on Cable
SF100 reveals 0.93% of error in tension estimation for the 1/7
coverage. Such results suggest that the 1/7 coverage seems to
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Figure 11: Optimally ftted sinusoidal functions of Cable F07 with two sensor deployments. (a) Mode 3. (b)Mode 4. (c)Mode 5. (d) Mode 8.
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Figure 12: Sensor deployment for feld measurements on Cable SB106 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge. (a) Illustration. (b) Photo.
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be the lower limit to hold the error under 1% for this ex-
tremely long cable with ε ≈ 80000. Again, the performance
in practical applications deteriorates a little bit compared
with the corresponding numerical outcomes presented in
Table 9.

5. Conclusions

To assess the applicability of the tension estimation method
using local vibration measurements in a thorough manner,
this research work is devoted to systematically investigate

the appropriate covering ranges of measurements for dif-
ferent cables with a variety of slenderness. Four cables of
three cable-stayed bridges are deliberately chosen to cover
a wide range of the cable slenderness parameter ε. Numerical
analyses with FE models and feld validations with real
measurements are conducted for these stay cables to
demonstrate that the covering range of local measurements
can be undoubtedly reduced with the increase of cable
slenderness. In other words, longer cables would beneft
more from this simplifed method by more signifcantly
dropping the sensor installation height. As for shorter cables

Table 12: Estimated tension for Cable SB106 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge with real measurements.

Covering range of
measurements Selected mode Frequency (Hz) Efective vibration length

(m)
Tension (kN) and error

(%)

1/3
6th 4.273 153.990

83849th 7.110 153.949
10th 7.927 154.416

1/4
4th 3.313 154.495

8392 (0.10)8th 6.320 153.757
9th 7.110 155.085

1/6
6th 4.273 154.442

8472 (1.05)9th 7.110 154.418
12th 9.533 154.503

0.26 L
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0.15 L

0.05 L
0.01 L0.03 L

L

(a) (b)

Figure 13: Sensor deployment for feld measurements on Cable SF100 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge. (a) Illustration. (b) Photo.

Table 13: Estimated tension for Cable SF100 of Kao-Ping-Hsi Bridge.

Covering range of
measurements Selected mode Frequency (Hz) Efective vibration length

(m)
Tension (kN) and error

(%)

1/4
4th 1.227 317.603

49558th 2.477 317.632
9th 2.777 318.090

1/7
7th 2.163 316.897

5001 (0.93)15th 4.657 318.236
16th 4.977 317.389
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with inferior slenderness, the measurement with a full
covering range usually does not cause any difculty and it is
typically not necessary to consider the method with local
vibration measurements.

While the results in the current study do indicate that the
efcacy of the method with local vibration measurements
may be slightly diminished in practical applications com-
pared with the corresponding numerical simulations, its
excellent performance in feld validations is still encouraging
and provides crucial guidelines for determining the covering
range of real measurements. For a relatively short cable with
the slenderness parameter ε at the order of 4000, the
adoption of 1/3 coverage is good enough to keep a high-level
accuracy with at most 1% of error compared with the full
coverage. In addition, 1/4, 1/6, and 1/7 coverages are found
adequate to maintain the same level of accuracy for longer
cables with the slenderness parameter at the orders of 30000,
55000, and 80000, respectively. Tese recommendations
represent a landmark advance with important practical
implications of the tension estimation method based on
multiple vibration measurements. It needs to be also noted
that only a reasonable guess for the order of the slenderness
parameter (or the cable tension) is sufcient for the de-
veloped method and this is normally not difcult to ac-
complish in practice by initial information collection before
measurements.

Ultimately, it should be pointed out that themethod with
local vibration measurements is not restricted to alleviate the
expense and hard work of installing contact sensors near the
high end for the tension estimation method based on ef-
fective vibration lengths. Tis simplifed method requiring
only a partial coverage of the cable would be also favorable to
improve the resolution and consequently the accuracy in the
applications of advanced noncontact sensors, especially the
vision-based techniques. Moreover, such a concept of
employing local vibration measurements to ft partial mode
shapes is also a key to expediently handle more involved
cases. In fact, this methodology is currently extending to
analyze the suspender system with linkages and the corre-
sponding results will be soon reported. It is also expected
that a convenient tension estimation approach for the stay
cable system with crossties will be explored in the near
future.
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